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Canongate is an independent publisher: since 1973 we’ve worked to unearth
and amplify the most vital, innovative voices we can find, wherever they come
from, and we’ve published all kinds of books – thoughtful, upsetting, gripping,
beatific, vulgar, chaste, unrepentant, life-changing . . .
Along the way there have been landmarks of fiction – including Alasdair Gray’s
masterpiece Lanark, and Yann Martel’s Life of Pi, the best-ever-selling Booker
winner – and non-fiction too. We’ve published an American president and a
Guantanamo detainee; we’ve campaigned for causes we believe in and fought
court cases to get our authors heard. And twice we’ve won Publisher of the Year.
We’re still independent, and we’re as committed to unorthodox and innovative
publishing as ever.
link canongate.co.uk twitter @canongatebooks

Black Thorn is a brand-new imprint, specialising in the very best in compulsive
crime fiction.
From psychological thrillers to police procedurals, and from historical detective
dramas to heart-thumping suspense stories, we sleuth out and publish irresistible
books.
link blackthornbooks.com twitter @blackthornbks

Three gripping novels from Jess Kidd, Costa Award-winner
and twice BBC Radio 2 Book Club author

London, 1863. A strange
puzzle has reached Bridie
Devine, the finest female
detective of her age. To
recover a stolen child, Bridie
must enter the dark world
of medical curiosities. The
public love a spectacle and
this child may well prove the
most remarkable spectacle
London has ever seen.
Things in Jars is a Victorian
novel unlike any other, one
that explores what it is to be
human in inhumane times.

1950. A teenage girl is brutally
murdered in a forest. But,
somehow, her baby survives.
1976. A mysterious and
charming young man returns
to the remote coastal village
of Mulderrig, seeking answers
about the mother who, it
was said, had abandoned
him on the steps of a Dublin
orphanage.
With the help of its oldest and
most eccentric inhabitant, he
will force the village to give
up its ghosts. Nothing, not
even the dead, can stay buried
forever.

2 January 2020
THINGS IN JARS

HIMSELF

THE HOARDER

B-format PB · £8.99
9781786893772

B-format PB · £8.99
9781786899835

B-format PB · £8.99
9781786899842

Ebook · £7.19
9781786893741

Ebook · £7.19
9781782118473

Ebook · £7.19
9781782118503

Rights: UKCWxC,eEU

Rights: UKCWxC,eEU

Rights: UKCWxC,eEU

EXPORT HIGHLIGHT

Unintentional psychic Maud
Drennan arrives to look after
Cathal Flood, a belligerent
man hiding in his filthy, catfilled home.
Her job is simple: clear the
rubbish, take care of the
patient. But the once-grand
house has more to reveal than
simply its rooms. There is a
secret here, and whether she
likes it or not, Maud may be
the one to finally uncover
what has previously been kept
hidden . . .

‘Kidd has imagination
to die for’ Guardian
twitter @JessKiddHerself
link jesskidd.com
Paperback Fiction
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THE GREAT PRETENDER
The Undercover Mission that Changed
our Understanding of Madness

Susannah Cahalan
‘People have asked me over the years: if they
liked The Psychopath Test, what should they read
next? I now have an answer’ Jon Ronson
For centuries, doctors have struggled to define
mental illness – how do you diagnose it, how do
you treat it, how do you even know what it is?
In search of an answer, in the 1970s a Stanford
psychologist named David Rosenhan and seven
other people – sane, normal, well-adjusted
members of society – went undercover into
asylums around America to test the legitimacy of
psychiatry’s labels. Forced to remain inside until
they’d ‘proven’ themselves sane, all eight emerged
with alarming diagnoses and even more troubling
stories of their treatment. Rosenhan’s watershed
study broke open the field of psychiatry, closing
down institutions and changing mental health
diagnosis forever.
But, as Cahalan’s explosive new research shows,
very little in this saga is exactly as it seems. What
really happened behind those closed asylum doors,
and what does it mean for our understanding of
mental illness today?

Susannah Cahalan is the award-winning, New York Times
bestselling author of Brain on Fire: My Month of Madness,
a memoir about her struggle with a rare autoimmune
disease of the brain. She writes for the New York Post.
Her work has also been featured in the New York Times,
Scientific American, Glamour, Psychology Today and other
publications. She lives in Brooklyn.
twitter @scahalan link susannahcahalan.com
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Hardback Non-fiction
2 January 2020 · 400pp
Demy HB · £16.99
9781838851415

Ebook · £12.79
9781838851422

Audiobook · £25
9781838851439
Early Export Pub Date: 19 November 2019
Rights: UKCWxC,neEU

From ‘one of America’s most
courageous young journalists’
(NPR) comes a propulsive
narrative history investigating
the fifty-year-old mystery
behind a dramatic experiment
that changed the course of
modern medicine

RISE
Life Lessons in Speaking Out,
Standing Tall & Leading the Way

Gina Miller
‘It is when things feel the most uncertain, and we
are at our most tired, frustrated and worn out,
that we must dig deep. That’s when we need to
find it within ourselves not to turn away and hide
in our bunkers, but to rise up and be even more
vocal . . . If we hide, when we emerge from our
hiding places the world might be transformed into
a hostile, alien environment in which we have no
say at all and where the things we love and value
no longer exist.’

Paperback Non-fiction
2 January 2020 · 224pp
B-format PB · £9.99
9781786892911

Ebook · £7.99
9781786892898

Audiobook · £20.99
9781786893666
Rights: W

An extraordinary account of
what it means to stand up for
justice, and for yourself, no
matter the cost

Gina Miller was the lead claimant in the 2016 constitutional
legal case against the UK Government over triggering
Article 50. Born and raised in Guyana, she went to boarding
school in England at the age of eleven and went on to study
Law at the University of East London, then Marketing at the
University of North London. In 2009, she and her husband
Alan Miller co-founded SCM Direct, a disruptive investment
management company. She has three children: Lucy-Ann,
Luca and Lana.
Gina is a passionate believer in responsible capitalism and
benevolence and feels we all have a duty to give back to the
society that affords us success, including actively stepping up
and defending what is right.
twitter @thatginamiller

Paperback Non-fiction
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DÖSTÄDNING
The Gentle Art of Swedish
Death Cleaning

Margareta Magnusson
Döstädning, or the art of death cleaning, is a
Swedish phenomenon by which the elderly and
their families set their affairs in order. Whether
it’s sorting the family heirlooms from the junk,
downsizing to a smaller place, or using a failsafe
system to stop you losing essentials, death cleaning
gives us the chance to make the later years of our
lives as comfortable and stress-free as possible.
Whatever your age, Swedish death cleaning can
be used to help you de-clutter your life, and take
stock of what’s important.
Radical and joyous, eighty-something Margareta
Magnusson’s guide is an invigorating, touching
and surprising process that can help you or
someone you love immeasurably, and offers the
chance to celebrate and reflect on all the tiny joys
that make up a long life along the way.

Margareta Magnusson was born in Gothenburg in
Sweden. She has worked for many years as an artist and
has had her work exhibited as far afield as Singapore and
Hong Kong. She has death cleaned many times, for herself
and others.
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Paperback Non-fiction
2 January 2020 · 144pp
Cut-down B-format PB · £8.99
9781786891105

Ebook · £7.19
9781838851286

Rights: UKCWxC,AN,eEU

You embraced hygge and
mastered konmari; now meet
Döstädning, or death cleaning:
the Scandinavian art of
shedding unnecessary things
to make our lives as joyful as
possible, at any age

THE CHRONOLOGY
OF WATER
Lidia Yuknavitch
From the debris of her troubled early life, Lidia
Yuknavitch weaves an astonishing tale of survival. It is
a life that navigates, and transcends, abuse, addiction,
self-destruction and the crushing loss of a stillborn child.
A kind of memoir that is also a paean to the pursuit of
beauty, self-expression, desire – for men and women –
and the exhilaration of swimming, The Chronology of Water
lays a life bare.

THE SMALL BACKS
OF CHILDREN
Lidia Yuknavitch
A fiercely provocative novel, exploring the treacherous
borders between war and sex, love and art, from the
author of The Book of Joan and The Chronology of Water.
In a war-torn village in Eastern Europe, an American
photographer captures a heart-stopping image: a young
girl fleeing a fiery explosion that has engulfed her home
and family. It becomes an icon for millions, winning
acclaim and prizes – and a subject of obsession for one
writer, the photographer’s best friend, who has suffered a
tragedy of her own. With the flash of a camera, one girl’s
life is shattered and another’s is altered forever.

2 January 2020
THE CHRONOLOGY
OF WATER

THE SMALL BACKS
OF CHILDREN

B-format PB · £9.99
9781786893307

B-format PB · £8.99
9781786892430

Audiobook · £20.99
9781786893635

Ebook · £7.19
9781786892447

Ebook · £7.99
9781786893314

Rights: UKCWxC,neEU

Rights: WxUS,C,FR

Lidia Yuknavitch is the author of the novels The Book of Joan,
The Small Backs of Children and Dora: A Headcase. Her highly
acclaimed memoir, The Chronology of Water, was a finalist for a
PEN Center USA award for Creative Non-fiction and winner of
a PNBA Award and the Oregon Book Awards’ Readers’ Choice.
Her TED talk, ‘The Beauty of Being a Misfit’, has been watched over
two million times. Lidia teaches in Oregon, where she lives with her
husband and their son.
twitter @LidiaYuknavitch link lidiayuknavitch.net

Paperback
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A SEASON FOR THE DEAD
David Hewson
There’s no rest for the wicked. . .
While Rome is sweltering in the height of summer, a
serial killer is on the loose. Sara Farnese is working in the
Vatican library when a man bursts in intent on showing
her the contents of his bloodied bag, until a guard shoots
him. But why was the man targeting Sara? Determined
to find answers, Sara’s path crosses with a young up-andcoming Roman detective, Nic Costa. He’s determined to
track down the dangerous killer behind this bizarre and
brutal murder and to protect Sara from becoming the
next victim. . .

THE VILLA OF MYSTERIES
David Hewson
An ancient ritual. A modern-day crime.
A body is found in a peat bog near the banks of the River
Tiber. Teresa Lupo, a maverick pathologist, believes it was
a young woman sacrificed long ago in an ancient Roman
ritual. But she’s wrong. Whilst the method of killing is
ancient history, this murder happened very recently. The
horror of these ritualistic killings is very much alive and
it’s up to Nic Costa to get to the bottom of it.

David Hewson is a former journalist with The Times, the Sunday
Times and the Independent. He is the author of more than twenty-five
novels including his Rome-based Nic Costa series which has been
published in fifteen languages and the sixth book, The Garden of
Evil, was shortlisted for the Theakston Old Peculier crime novel of the
year award. He has also written three acclaimed adaptations of the
Danish TV series, The Killing.

2 January 2020
SEASON FOR
THE DEAD

THE VILLA
OF MYSTERIES

B-format PB · £8.99
9781838850647

B-format PB · £8.99
9781838850661

Ebook · £4.79
9781838850654

Ebook · £4.79
9781838850678

Rights: W/E

Rights: W/E

twitter @david_hewson link davidhewson.com
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THE ISLAND CHILD
Molly Aitken
‘Truly exquisite’ Nathan Filer
Twenty years ago, Oona left the island of Inis for
the very first time. A wind-blasted rock of fishing
boats and turf fires, where the only book was the
Bible and girls stayed in their homes until they
became mothers themselves, the island was a gift
for some, a prison for others. Oona was barely
more than a girl, but promised herself she would
leave the tall tales behind and never return.
The Island Child tells two stories: of the girl who
grew up watching births and betrayals, storms
and secrets; and of the adult Oona, desperate to
find a second chance, only to discover she can
never completely escape. As the strands of Oona’s
life come together, in blood and marriage and
motherhood, she must accept the price we pay
when we love what is never truly ours . . .
Hardback Fiction
30 January 2020 · 320pp
Demy HB · £14.99
9781786898333

Ebook · £11.99
9781786898357

Rich, haunting and rooted in Irish folklore, The
Island Child is a spellbinding debut novel about
identity and motherhood, freedom and fate, and
the healing power of stories.

Audiobook · £20.99
9781786898364
Rights: WxEinUS,C

A rich, haunting and deeply
moving novel about the
power and the danger in a
mother’s love, from one of the
most exciting new voices in
Irish fiction

Molly Aitken was born in Scotland in 1991 and brought
up in Ireland. She studied Literature and Classics at Galway
University and has an MA in Creative Writing from Bath
Spa. She was shortlisted for Writing Magazine’s fairy tale
retelling prize in 2016 and has a story in the Irish Imbas
2017 Short Story Collection. Currently, she works as an
editor and ghostwriter and lives in Sheffield. The Island Child
is her debut novel.
twitter @MollyAitken1

Hardback Fiction
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THE SHADOW KING
Maaza Mengiste
With the threat of Mussolini’s army looming,
recently orphaned Hirut struggles to adapt to her
new life as a maid in Kidane and his wife Aster’s
household. Kidane, an officer in Emperor Haile
Selassie’s army, rushes to mobilise his strongest
men before the Italians invade. Meanwhile,
Mussolini’s hundreds of thousands of Italian
soldiers march on Ethiopia expecting an easy
victory.
As the war begins in earnest, Hirut, Aster and the
other women long to do more than care for the
wounded and bury the dead. When Haile Selassie
goes into exile and Ethiopia quickly loses hope, it
is Hirut who offers a plan to maintain morale. She
helps disguise a gentle peasant as the emperor and
soon becomes his guard, inspiring other women
to take up arms. But how could she have predicted
her own personal war, still to come, as a prisoner
of one of Italy’s most vicious officers?
The Shadow King is a gorgeously crafted and
unputdownable exploration of female power,
with Hirut as the fierce, original and brilliant
voice at its heart. In incandescent, lyrical prose,
Maaza Mengiste breathes life into complicated
characters on both sides of the battle line, shaping
a heartrending, indelible exploration of what it
means to be a woman at war.

Maaza Mengiste was born in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia.
A Fulbright Scholar and professor in the MFA in Creative
Writing & Literary Translation programme at Queens
College, she is the author of The Shadow King and Beneath
the Lion’s Gaze, named one of the Guardian’s Ten Best
Contemporary African Books. Her work can be found in the
New Yorker, Granta, and the New York Times, among other
publications. She lives in New York City.

Hardback Fiction
30 January 2020 · 400pp
Royal HB · £16.99
9781838851163

Ebook · £13.59
9781838851187

Export TPB · £14.99
9781838851392
Early Export Pub Date: 5 December 2019
Rights: UKCWxC,neEU

A beautifully written and utterly
captivating novel about female
strength and the power of
belief, set during Mussolini’s
1935 invasion of Ethiopia, The
Shadow King casts a light on
the women soldiers who were
written out of African history

twitter @MaazaMengiste link maazamengiste.com
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ROOTBOUND
Rewilding a Life

Alice Vincent
When she was a girl, Alice Vincent loved her
grandfather’s garden – the freedom, the calm, the
beauty of it. Twenty years later, living in a tiny flat
in South London, that childhood in the garden
feels like a dream.
When she suddenly finds herself uprooted,
heartbroken, living out of a suitcase and yearning
for the comfort of home, Alice starts to plant
seeds. She nurtures pot plants and vines on
windowsills and draining boards, filling her new
space with green, and with each unfurling petal
and budding leaf, she begins to come back to life.
Mixing memoir, botanical history and biography,
Rootbound examines how bringing a little bit of the
outside in can help us find our feet in a world
spinning far too fast.
Hardback Non-fiction
30 January 2020 · 272pp
Demy HB · £14.99
9781786897701

Ebook · £11.99
9781786897718

Audiobook · £20.99
9781786897916
Rights: UKCWxC,eEU

From Telegraph’s gardening
columnist and founder of
Nouticulture, Rootbound
explores how a whole new
generation are discovering the
power of plants

Alice Vincent is a senior writer on the arts desk of The
Telegraph, where she has worked since 2013. After starting
her first autodidactic lessons in gardening in 2014, Alice
started to write a weekly urban gardening column for
The Telegraph. Her Instagram account and newsletter
Noughticulture has an engaged following and she has
written for Gardener’s World and Gardens Illustrated,
and has collaborated with Amazon, Finery, Monsoon and
Seedlip, among others, and now hosts workshops and a
YouTube channel for Patch Plants. Her first book, How To
Grow Stuff, was published in 2017.
instagram @noughticulture twitter @alice_emily

Hardback Non-fiction
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SALT ON YOUR TONGUE
Women and the Sea

Charlotte Runcie
‘An ode to the ocean, and the generations of
women drawn to the waves or left waiting on the
shore’ Guardian
In Salt On Your Tongue Charlotte Runcie explores
what the sea means to us, and particularly what
it has meant to women through the ages. In
mesmerising prose, she explores how the sea has
inspired, fascinated and terrified us, and how she
herself fell in love with the deep blue.
This book is a walk on the beach with Turner,
with Shakespeare, with the Romantic Poets and
shanty-singers. It’s an ode to our oceans – to the
sailors who brave their treacherous waters, to the
women who lost their loved ones to the waves, to
the creatures that dwell in their depths, to beachcombers, swimmers, seabirds and mermaids.
Navigating through ancient Greek myths, poetry,
shipwrecks and Scottish folktales, Salt On Your Tongue
is about how the wild untameable waves can help
us understand what it means to be human.

Paperback Non-fiction
30 January 2020 · 384pp
B-format PB · £9.99
9781786891211

Ebook · £7.99
9781786891204

Audiobook · £20.99
9781786895769
Rights: W

Charlotte Runcie is the Daily Telegraph’s radio columnist
and arts writer. For several years she lived and worked in
Edinburgh, where she ran a folk-music choir, and she now
lives in the Scottish Borders. She has a secret past as a poet,
having been a Foyle Young Poet of the Year with a pamphlet
published by tall-lighthouse. Salt On Your Tongue is her first
book.
twitter @charlotteruncie link charlotteruncie.com
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A lyrical exploration of the sea,
how it inspires art, music and
literature and how it connects us,
as heard on BBC Radio 4

FIGURING
Maria Popova
Figuring explores the complexities of love and the
human search for truth and meaning through
the interconnected lives of several historical
figures across four centuries – beginning with the
astronomer Johannes Kepler, who discovered the
laws of planetary motion, and ending with the
marine biologist and author Rachel Carson, who
catalysed the environmental movement.
Stretching between these figures is a cast of artists,
writers, and scientists – mostly women, mostly
queer – whose public contribution has risen out of
their unclassifiable and often heartbreaking private
relationships to change the way we understand,
experience and appreciate the universe. Among
them are the astronomer Maria Mitchell, who paved
the way for women in science; the sculptor Harriet
Hosmer, who did the same in art; the journalist
and literary critic Margaret Fuller, who sparked the
feminist movement; and the poet Emily Dickinson.

Paperback Non-fiction
30 January 2020 · 592pp
B-format PB · £12.99
9781786897268

Ebook · £10.39
9781786897275

Audiobook · £25
9781786897282
Rights: UKCWxC,neEU

A history of women who have
changed our understanding of
the universe, from the creator of
Brain Pickings

Emanating from these lives are larger questions
about the measure of a good life and what it means to
leave a lasting mark of betterment on an imperfect
world: are achievement and acclaim enough for
happiness? Is genius? Is love? Weaving through
the narrative is a set of peripheral figures – Ralph
Waldo Emerson, Charles Darwin, Elizabeth Barrett
Browning, Herman Melville, Frederick Douglass,
Nathaniel Hawthorne and Walt Whitman – and a
tapestry of themes spanning music, feminism, the
history of science, the rise and decline of religion,
and how the intersection of astronomy, poetry
and Transcendentalist philosophy fomented the
environmental movement.

Maria Popova is a reader and a writer, and writes about
what she reads on Brain Pickings (brainpickings.org), which
is included in the Library of Congress permanent digital
archive of culturally valuable materials. She hosts The
Universe in Verse – an annual celebration of science through
poetry – at the interdisciplinary cultural centre Pioneer
Works in Brooklyn. She grew up in Bulgaria immersed in
music and mathematics.

EXPORT HIGHLIGHT
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A TALL HISTORY
OF SUGAR
Curdella Forbes
Discovered amidst a tangle of sea grape trees by the
childless Rachel Fisher, baby Moshe’s provenance
is a thing of myth and mystery; his unusual
appearance, with blueish, translucent skin and
duo-toned hair, only serves to compound his
mystique.
Equally feared and ridiculed by peers as he grows
up, he finds a surprising kindred soul in the
striking and bold Arrienne Christie, but their
complex relationship is fraught with obstacles that
tear them apart as powerfully as they are drawn
together.
Beginning in the late 1950s, four years before
Jamaica’s independence from colonial rule,
A Tall History of Sugar’s epic love story sweeps across
the following decades, between a rural Jamaica,
scarred by the legacies of colonialism, and an
England increasingly riven by race riots and class
division.

Curdella Forbes is a Jamaican writer. She has published
four previous works of fiction: Songs of Silence, A Permanent
Freedom, Ghosts, and a children’s book, Flying with Icarus
and Other Stories. She lives in Takoma Park, Maryland,
and teaches at Howard University where she is a professor
of Caribbean literature. She names among her literary
influences the oral traditions of rural Jamaica, the fairy tales
of her childhood and the work of Gabriel García Márquez.
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Hardback Fiction
6 February 2020 · 368pp
Demy HB · £14.99
9781786898579

Ebook · £11.99
9781786898715

Export TPB · £12.99
9781838850401
Early Export Pub Date: 3 October 2019
Rights: WxUS,C,Carib

A haunting epic following an
unusual couple’s mysterious
love affair from childhood to
adulthood, across rural Jamaica,
Kingston and England

EXPORT HIGHLIGHT

ANOTHER PLANET
A Teenager in Suburbia

Tracey Thorn
THE SUNDAY TIMES TOP TEN BESTSELLER
‘Tender, wise and funny’ Sunday Express
‘Beautifully observed, deadly funny’ Max Porter
Before becoming an acclaimed musician and
writer, Tracey Thorn was a typical teenager:
bored and cynical, despairing of her aspirational
parents. Her only comfort came from house
parties and the female pop icons who hinted at a
new kind of living.

Paperback Non-fiction
6 February 2020 · 224pp
B-format PB · £9.99
9781786892584

Ebook · £7.99
9781786892577

Returning to the scene of her childhood, Thorn
takes us beyond the bus shelters, the pub car parks
and the weekly discos, to the parents who wanted
so much for their children and the children who
wanted none of it. With great wit and insight,
Thorn reconsiders the Green Belt post-war
dream so many artists have mocked, and yet so
many artists have come from.

Audiobook · £17.99
9781786895776
Rights: W

The Sunday Times top ten
bestseller. A wise and witty
exploration of suburbia from
music icon Tracey Thorn; singersongwriter and bestselling
author of Bedsit Disco Queen

Tracey Thorn is a singer-songwriter and writer, best known
for her seventeen years in bestselling duo Everything But
The Girl. She grew up as the youngest of three children in
Brookmans Park, Hatfield, Hertfordshire, where she learned
the piano, enjoyed underaged drinking, and started her
first band while still at school. Since then, she has released
four solo albums, one movie soundtrack, a large handful
of singles and two books, including the Sunday Times
bestselling memoir, Bedsit Disco Queen, and currently writes
a column for the New Statesman. She lives in London, with
her husband Ben Watt and their three children.
twitter @tracey_thorn link traceythorn.com

Paperback Non-fiction 13

QUICKSAND TALES
The Misadventures of Keggie Carew

Keggie Carew
Keggie Carew has an unerring instinct for being
in the wrong place at the wrong time, of putting
her foot in it and making a hash of things. From
the repercussions of a missing purse, to boiling
a frog, or the holiday when the last thing you
could possibly imagine happens, Keggie has been
there. She also has an enviable talent for recycling
awfulness and turning embarrassment into gold.
In prose that will make you laugh, wince and
curl your toes, Keggie Carew shares her most
humiliating, awkward, uncomfortable, funny,
true, terrible and all-too-relatable moments.

Keggie Carew has lived in West Cork, Barcelona, Texas,
Auckland and London. Before writing, her career was in
contemporary art. Keggie lives in Wiltshire with her husband
Jonathan. She is the author of Dadland, which won the 2016
COSTA biography award.
link keggiecarew.co.uk

Paperback Non-fiction
6 February 2020 · 272pp
B-format PB · £9.99
9781786894083

Ebook · £7.99
9781786894090

Audiobook · £20.99
9781786894106
Rights: W

A hilarious, embarrassing
collection of misadventures from
the Costa-winning author of
Dadland
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THE ICE HOUSE
Tim Clare
War doesn’t end. It sleeps.
Delphine Venner remembers everything. She
remembers what it is to be a child of war, and what
the terrifying creatures from another world took
from her all those years ago.
And in that other world, Avalonia, someone waits
for Delphine. Hagar, a centuries-old assassin,
daily paying a terrible price for her unending
youth, is planning one final death, the death that
will cost her everything. The death which requires
Delphine.
In the battle to destroy an ageless evil, Delphine
must remember who she is and be ready to fight
once more, as war reawakens.

Paperback Fiction
6 February 2020 · 368pp
B-format PB · £8.99
9781786894823

Ebook · £7.19
9781786894830

Rights: W

‘A strangely beautiful,
beautifully strange fantasy’
(SFX) about endless life,
cheating death and staying
true to what matters most from
‘one of the UK’s most versatile
writers’ (Grazia)

Tim Clare is a writer, poet and musician. He won Best
Biography/Memoir at the East Anglian Book Awards for
his first book, We Can’t All Be Astronauts, while his fiction
debut, The Honours, was longlisted for the Desmond Elliott
Prize. He has performed his work at festivals and clubs
across the world, on BBC TV and radio. Tim has also written
for the Guardian, The Times, the Independent and the Big
Issue, and presents the fiction writing podcast Death Of
1,000 Cuts.
twitter @timclarepoet link timclarepoet.co.uk

THE HONOURS
(New B-format PB edition
6 February 2020)
9781782114796 · £8.99

Paperback Fiction 15

UNSPEAKABLE
The Things We Cannot Say

Harriet Shawcross
‘Compassionate’ Guardian
‘Extremely affecting’ Scotsman
As a teenager, Harriet Shawcross stopped speaking
at school for almost a year. As an adult, she became
fascinated by the limits of language.
From the inexpressible trauma of trench warfare
and the aftermath of natural disaster to the taboo
of coming out, Harriet studies wartime poet
George Oppen, interviews the author of The Vagina
Monologues, meets Nepalese earthquake-survivors
and the founders of The Samaritans, asking why
words scare us and what makes us silent.
Paperback Non-fiction
6 February 2020 · 352pp

Harriet Shawcross is an award-winning filmmaker and
journalist. She obtained an MA in Creative Non-fiction from
the University of East Anglia, and was shortlisted for the
Manchester Fiction Prize. Unspeakable is her first book.

B-format PB · £9.99
9781786890078

Ebook · £7.99
9781786890061

Audiobook · £20.99
9781786895783
Rights: W

From award-winning journalist
and film-maker Harriet
Shawcross comes a deeply
personal exploration of silence,
taboo and how and why words
fail us

16 Paperback Non-fiction

EVIE AND THE ANIMALS
Matt Haig
illustrated by Emily Gravett
When Evie talks to animals . . . they talk back.
Eleven-year-old Evie has a talent: a supertalent.
She can HEAR what animals are thinking.
She promises to keep it top secret, but then an evil
pet-thief strikes.
Every animal in town is in danger and only by
DARING TO BE HERSELF can Evie save her
furry and feathered friends.

Paperback Children’s Fiction
27 February 2020 · 224pp
B-format PB · £6.99
9781786894311

Ebook · £5.59
9781786894304

Audiobook · £14.99
9781786894298
Rights: WxEinC

A brilliant new chapter book
for children, from number one
bestselling author Matt Haig
and with illustrations by the
award-winning Emily Gravett

A BOY CALLED
CHRISTMAS
9781782118268 · £6.99

EXPORT HIGHLIGHT

THE GIRL WHO
SAVED CHRISTMAS
9781782118602 · £6.99

As well as being a number one bestselling writer for adults,
Matt Haig has won the Blue Peter Book Award, the Smarties
Book Prize and been nominated three times for the Carnegie
Medal for his stories for children and young adults. He has
sold more than a million books in the UK and his work has
been translated into over forty languages. In 2018, The Truth
Pixie was a Sunday Times children’s bestseller.
Emily Gravett is an award-winning writer and illustrator.
She won her first CILIP Kate Greenaway Medal with the
picture book Wolves and received the award for a second
time with Little Mouse’s Big Book of Fears. Emily lives in
Brighton with her family and their two dogs.

FATHER CHRISTMAS
AND ME
9781786890726 · £6.99

THE TRUTH PIXIE (HB)
9781786894328 · £9.99

THE TRUTH PIXIE
GOES TO SCHOOL (HB)
9781786898265 · £9.99
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The late William McIlvanney’s crime masterpiece –
the Laidlaw trilogy – republished by Black Thorn

WINNER OF THE CWA
SILVER DAGGER

‘Grips like a mangling
handshake’ Sunday Times

Meet Jack Laidlaw, the
original damaged detective.
When a young woman is
found brutally murdered
in Kelvingrove Park, only
Laidlaw stands a chance
of finding her murderer
from among the hard men,
gangland villains and selfmade moneymen who lurk
in the city’s shadows.

Eck Adamson, an alcoholic
vagrant, summons Jack
Laidlaw to his deathbed.
Probably the only policeman
in Glasgow who would
bother to respond, Laidlaw
sees in Eck’s cryptic last
message a clue to the murder
of a gangland thug and the
disappearance of a student.
With stubborn integrity,
Laidlaw tracks a seam of
corruption that runs from
the top to the bottom of
society.

2 April 2020
LAIDLAW
B-format PB · £8.99
9781838850326
Ebook · £7.19
9780857869975
Audiobook · £16.99
9781782110446
Rights: WxEinUS

THE PAPERS OF
TONY VEITCH
B-format PB · £8.99
9781838851095
Ebook · £7.19
9780857869982
Audiobook · £20.99
9781786898463
Rights: WxEinUS
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STRANGE LOYALTIES
B-format PB · £8.99
9781838851118
Ebook · £7.19
9780857869999
Audiobook · £20.99
9781786898470
Rights: WxEinUS

WINNER OF THE
GLASGOW HERALD’S
PEOPLE’S PRIZE
When his brother dies
stepping out in front of a
car, Detective Jack Laidlaw
is determined to find out
what really happened. With
corrosive wit, Laidlaw relates
an emotional quest through
Glasgow’s underworld, and
into the past. He discovers
as much about himself as
the loved brother he has lost
in a search that leads to a
shattering climax.

‘Glittering’
Val McDermid
‘A crime trilogy so
searing it will burn
forever into your
memory’
Chris Brookmyre

RADICAL ACTS OF LOVE
How We Find Hope at the End of Life

Janie Brown
In Radical Acts of Love, Janie Brown, oncology
nurse of thirty years and counsellor of cancer
patients with terminal diagnoses, recounts
twenty conversations she has had with the dying,
including those personally close to her. Each
conversation uncovers a different perspective on,
and experience of, death, while at the same time
exploring its universalities.
As well as offering an extremely sensitive and wise
insight into our final moments, Brown offers
practical ways to facilitate the shift from feeling
helpless about death to feeling hopeful; from fear
to acceptance; from feeling disconnected and
alone, to becoming part of the wider, collective
story of all our mortality.

Hardback Non-fiction
5 March 2020 · 304pp
Demy HB · £14.99
9781786899026

Ebook · £11.99
9781786899057

Audiobook · £20.99
9781786899040
Rights: WxEinC

A profoundly moving account
of an oncology nurse’s
conversations with the dying

Janie Brown was born in Scotland and has a Masters
in Psychology at St Andrews University, and a Masters in
Nursing at the University of British Columbia, Vancouver,
Canada. She has worked for more than thirty years as an
oncology nurse and counsellor, and in 1995 founded the
Callanish Society, a grassroots non-profit organisation
for people living with, and dying from, cancer, based in
Vancouver (callanish.org). She presents nationally and
internationally, has published in professional journals, and
writes a widely read blog.
link lifeindeath.org
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Detective Harry McCoy’s having
another bad month...
BOBBY MARCH WILL
LIVE FOREVER
Alan Parks
Who is to blame when no one is innocent?
The papers want blood.
The force wants results.
The law must be served, whatever the cost.
August 1973. The Glasgow drug trade is
booming and Bobby March, the city’s own
rock-star hero, has just ODed in a central
hotel.
Alice Winters is twelve years old, lonely.
And missing.
Meanwhile the niece of McCoy’s boss has
fallen in with a bad crowd and when she
goes AWOL, McCoy is asked – off the
books – to find her.
McCoy has a hunch. But does he have
enough time?

Alan Parks has worked in the music industry for
over twenty years. His debut novel Bloody January
was shortlisted for the Grand Prix de Littérature
Policière. He lives and works in Glasgow.

A new dark and gripping Harry
McCoy thriller from the next big
voice in Scottish noir

5 March 2020
BOBBY MARCH WILL LIVE FOREVER
Royal HB · £12.99
9781786897145

Ebook · £7.99
9781786897169

Export TPB · £12.99
9781786897152

Audiobook · £17.99
9781786897176

Rights: W/E
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‘So noir that he makes most other Scottish cops seem light grey’
The Times, Book of the Month

FEBRUARY’S SON
Alan Parks
On dark nights, someone needs to light a few fires . . .
Bodies are piling up with messages carved into their
chests. Rival gangs are competing for control. New
drugs have arrived in Glasgow, and they’ve brought a
different kind of violence to the broken city. The law
of the street is changing and demons from Detective
McCoy’s past are coming back to haunt him.
Can McCoy keep his head up for long enough to
deliver justice?

BLOODY JANUARY
Alan Parks
How much is the truth worth?
When Detective Harry McCoy arrives at the scene of
a double shooting in the middle of a busy Glasgow
street, he is sure of one thing. This was not a random
act of violence . . .

30 January 2020

Available now

FEBRUARY’S SON

BLOODY JANUARY

B-format PB · £8.99
9781786894199

B-format PB · £8.99
9781786891365

Ebook · £4.79
9781786894182

Ebook · £4.79
9781786891358

Rights: W/ExUS

Rights: W/ExUS

‘ Think McIlvanney or Get Carter’
Ian Rankin
‘1970s Glasgow hewn from flesh and
drawn in blood’ Peter May
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An irresistible new series of books
from the creator of the world-renowned
website and bestselling book Letters of Note
This is a collection to be coveted,
with each beautiful, slim paperback
bringing together letters on a different
theme, from Love to War, Cats to
Music, and much more.
In this series, Shaun Usher collects
together missives from writers as
fascinating and diverse as James Joyce,
Elizabeth Taylor, Frida Kahlo, Evelyn
Waugh, J.R.R. Tolkien, Madonna,
Audrey Hepburn and Jimi Hendrix.

Shaun Usher is a writer and sole custodian of the
popular blogs lettersofnote.com and listsofnote.
com. He has transformed both blogs into bestselling
books, crowd-funded by Unbound and jointly
published by Unbound and Canongate. He lives in
Wilmslow with his wife Karina and their two sons.
He is the author of the bestselling Letters of Note,
More Letters of Note, Lists of Note and Speeches
of Note. Along with Simon Garfield’s To the Letter,
Letters of Note inspired Letters Live, a series of live
performances celebrating the enduring power of
literary correspondence, with great performers
reading remarkable letters to a live audience.
twitter @LettersOfNote link lettersofnote.com
link shaunusher.com link letterslive.com

PRAISE FOR LETTERS OF NOTE

‘The literary equivalent of a box of chocolates
– bite-sized and pure addictive pleasure’
Sunday Times
‘Addictive, like dipping into a bag of variously
tempting assorted candies’ New Yorker
‘Quite literally the most enjoyable volume it
is possible to imagine. Every page is a marvel’
Spectator

LETTERS OF NOTE
9781782119289 · £17.99

5 March 2020

MORE LETTERS OF NOTE
9781786891693 · £17.99

7 May 2020

LETTERS OF NOTE: ART

LETTERS OF NOTE: LOVE

LETTERS OF NOTE: MUSIC

LETTERS OF NOTE: FATHERS

A-format PB · £6.99
9781838851460

A-format PB · £6.99
9781786895325

A-format PB · £6.99
9781786895592

A-format PB · £6.99
9781838850135

Ebook · £4.79
9781838851477

Ebook · £4.79
9781786895332

Ebook · £4.79
9781786895585

Ebook · £4.79
9781838850142

LETTERS OF NOTE: CATS

LETTERS OF NOTE: MOTHERS

LETTERS OF NOTE: WAR

LETTERS OF NOTE: FOOTBALL

A-format PB · £6.99
9781786895547

A-format PB · £6.99
9781786899446

A-format PB · £6.99
9781786895349

A-format PB · £6.99
9781838850159

Ebook · £4.79
9781786895554

Ebook · £4.79
9781786899453

Ebook · £4.79
9781786895356

Ebook · £4.79
9781838850166

Rights for all titles: WxEinUS,C
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COME AGAIN
Robert Webb
It’s been precisely 10,000 days since Kate met the
most gorgeous man alive. The man she married.
The man she built a life with. The man who died.
Kate still sleeps with her husband’s T-shirt, but it
doesn’t smell of Luke any more. She misses him
every day.
One morning, Kate wakes up back at college. She’s
eighteen years old. She remembers everything.
And she realises that this is the week that she will
meet Luke for the first time.
What if the man you lost could be found again?
But then, what if he doesn’t know he’s lost? And
what if he’s still just a boy?
The debut novel from Robert Webb, Come Again
is a time-travelling romance about living in the
moment, love before death, and life before the
internet.

Robert Webb is best known for his work as the Webb half
of Mitchell & Webb in the Sony award-winning That Mitchell
& Webb Sound and the Bafta award-winning That Mitchell
& Webb Look, and as permanent man-boy Jeremy in the
acclaimed Peep Show. In 2017, his call-to-arms memoir How
Not To Be a Boy was a number one Sunday Times bestseller.
Robert has been a columnist for the Daily Telegraph and the
New Statesman, and now lives in London with his wife and
daughters. Come Again is his first novel.
twitter @arobertwebb

Hardback Fiction
5 March 2020 · 320pp
Demy HB · £16.99
9781786890122

Ebook · £12.79
9781786890146

Export TPB · £12.99
9781786890139
Rights: UKCWxC,eEU

The debut novel – a
time-travelling story of love
and adventure – from the
number one bestselling author
of How Not To Be a Boy and
star of Peep Show

HOW NOT TO BE A BOY
9781786890115 · £9.99
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EXPORT HIGHLIGHT

FLASH COUNT DIARY
A New Story About the Menopause

Darcey Steinke
Menopause hit Darcey Steinke hard. First came
hot flushes. Then insomnia. Then depression.
As she struggled to understand what was
happening to her, she slammed up against a
culture of silence and sexism. Some promoted
hormone replacement therapy, others encouraged
acceptance, but there was little that offered a path
to understanding menopause in an engaged way.
Flash Count Diary is a powerful exploration into
aspects of menopause that have rarely been written
about. It is a deeply feminist book, honest about
the intimations of mortality that menopause
signals but also an argument for the ascendency,
beauty and power of the post-reproductive years
in women’s lives.
Paperback Non-fiction
5 March 2020 · 240pp
B-format PB · £9.99
9781786898128

Ebook · £7.99
9781786898135

Audiobook · £20.99
9781786898142
Rights: UKCWxC,neEU

Darcey Steinke is the author of five novels including Sister
Golden Hair, Jesus Saves, Up Through the Water, Milk and
Suicide Blonde, and a memoir, Easter Everywhere. Her
books have been translated into ten languages.
twitter @Darcey Steinke link darceysteinke.com

‘I love this book. I admire
this book. It’s fierce, and it’s
important’ Elizabeth Gilbert
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SHADOW PLAY
Cynthia Harrod-Eagles
‘Ingenious’ Daily Mail
‘A truly outstanding series’ Booklist
‘No CCTV cameras, no overlooking houses, no passing traffic or
pedestrians. That means no witnesses.’
Bill Slider begins a nightmarish investigation
when an unidentifiable victim is found in the no
man’s land beneath London’s A40 flyover. Slider
doesn’t have much to go on. The victim, a smartly
dressed businessman, has no ID in his pockets
and no one has reported him missing. When
the autopsy reveals old injuries and faded scars
cover the man’s body, the mystery only deepens.
If he wants answers, Slider knows he must go into
London’s darkest corners.

Cynthia Harrod-Eagles is the author of over ninety
books, including her acclaimed Bill Slider mysteries and
her Morland Dynasty series, which has sold over 100,000
copies.

Paperback Fiction
5 March 2020 · 224pp
B-format PB · £8.99
9781838850920

Ebook · £4.79
9781838850937

Rights: W

link cynthiaharrodeagles.com

Bill Slider investigates the
murder of a dangerous man
in this gripping London-based
mystery

26

THE GO-BETWEEN
A Memoir of Growing Up
Between Different Worlds

Osman Yousefzada
The son of Afghan parents, Osman Yousefzada
was raised in post-industrial Birmingham.
Osman’s father was a carpenter, and his mother,
to help make ends meet, took up sewing and
became a seamstress. Women from Indian East
African, Israeli, Shia and Afghan communities
came together in the Yousefzada household to
have clothes made and mended by his mother.
Osman learned the craft at her knee and became
enraptured by what was deemed a woman’s job,
and increasingly found himself at odds with the
highly patriarchal culture he grew up in.
Whether secretly bringing his sister books and
magazines from the local library, lusting after
forbidden jelly in the local shop, or chatting to
the area’s prostitutes, Osman quietly weaved in
and out of different spheres.

Hardback Non-fiction
19 March 2020 · 256pp
Demy HB · £14.99
9781786893529

Ebook · £11.99
9781786893536

Audiobook · £20.99
9781786895806
Rights: W

A memoir of living between
worlds, and learning how to find
your own

But no one can be a go-between forever, and
Osman’s is a story of finding your own way, even
if it means turning your back on the world you
know.

Osman Yousefzada was born in Birmingham. He studied
anthropology at SOAS, and fashion at Central Saint Martins.
He later went on to do a Masters at Cambridge. As well
as being nominated for various fashion awards, including
the prestigious British Fashion Council NEWGEN award
for three consecutive seasons, Osman has been nominated
for the Annual Designs of the Year Award at the Design
Museum, and for a Frieze Art Award. He curates an annual
collaborative journal, The Collective, a cross-disciplinary
publication featuring artists, writers and other creatives.
The Osman clothing line is sold internationally, and is worn
by celebrities including Beyoncé, Lupita Nyong'o, Thandie
Newton, Gwen Stefani, Emma Watson, Freida Pinto and
many more.
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SHARKS IN THE TIME
OF SAVIOURS
Kawai Strong Washburn
‘A lush, virtuosic novel with breathless scope
and lasting depth. Kawai Strong Washburn’s
vision is searing, his talent explosive.’
Claire Vaye Watkins
(author of Battleborn and Gold Fame Citrus)
‘Sharks in the Time of Saviours is a volcanic
powerhouse of a debut.’
Benjamin Percy
(author of The Dark Net, Thrill Me and Red Moon)
In 1994 in Kailua-Kona, Hawaii, seven-yearold Nainoa Flores is saved from drowning by a
shiver of sharks. His family, struggling to make
ends meet amidst the collapse of the sugar cane
industry, hails his rescue as a sign of favour from
ancient Hawaiian gods.
But as time passes, this hope gives way to economic
realities, forcing Nainoa and his siblings to seek
salvation across the continental United States,
leaving behind home and family.
With a profound command of language, Washburn’s
powerful debut novel examines what it means to be
both of a place, and a stranger in it.

Kawai Strong Washburn was born and raised on the
Hamakua coast of Hawaii. His short fiction has appeared
in McSweeney’s, Electric Literature and The Best American
Nonrequired Reading, among others. He has received
scholarships from the Tin House and Bread Loaf writers’
workshops and has worked in software and as a climate
policy advocate. He lives in California with his wife and
daughters. Sharks in the Time of Saviours is his debut novel.

Hardback Fiction
2 April 2020 · 384pp
Royal HB · £14.99
9781786896483

Ebook · £11.99
9781786896506

Export TPB · £12.99
9781786896490

Audiobook · £20.99
9781786896520

Rights: UKCWxC,AN,neEU

A powerful debut novel that
delicately blends Hawaiian
myth with the broken
American dream

link kawaistrongwashburn.com
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EXPORT HIGHLIGHT

DEPARTMENT OF MIND-BLOWING THEORIES
Science Cartoons by Tom Gauld
A hilarious new collection poking
fun at the scientific world, from
the New York Times bestselling
cartoonist and illustrator

Hardback Comics
2 April 2020 · 160pp

A dog philosopher questions what it really
means to be a ‘good boy’. A virtual assistant
and a robot-cleaner elope. The undiscovered
species and the theoretical particle face
existential despair.

Tom Gauld was born in 1976 and grew up in
Aberdeenshire. He is a cartoonist and illustrator with
weekly comic strips in the Guardian and New Scientist
and his comics have been published in the New York
Times and on the cover of the New Yorker. In addition to
his graphic novels, Goliath, You’re All Just Jealous of My
Jetpack, Mooncop (a New York Times bestseller) and
Baking with Kafka (winner of Best Humour Publication at
the 2018 Eisner Awards), he has designed a number of
book covers. Gauld lives and works in London.

Just as he did with writers, poets and literary
classics in Baking with Kafka, Gauld now does
with hapless scientists, nanobots and puzzling
theorems – with comic strips funny enough to
engage science boffins and novices alike.

156x209mm HB · £12.99
9781786898050

Ebook · £10.39
9781786898067

Rights: UKCWxC,neEU

twitter @tomgauld link tomgauld.com

BAKING WITH KAFKA
9781786891501 · £12.99
THE SNOOTY BOOKSHOP
(postcards)
9781786891525 · £12.99
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GALLOGLASS
Scarlett Thomas
Everything is made of magic . . .
Effie Truelove and friends Lexy, Wolf, Maximilian
and Raven must use their magical skills to defeat
the Diberi, a corrupt organisation intent on
destroying the worlds at Midwinter. But during
a visit to the Otherworld, Effie is mistaken and
imprisoned for being a galloglass – a dangerous,
selfish islander.
Can Effie and her friends reunite before total
destruction is wreaked upon the universe?

Scarlett Thomas has always loved stories, magic and
mysterious places. She tried (and failed) to write her first
novel when she was six. Since then she has successfully
written lots of novels, but this is her first series for children.
She lives near the sea in an old house full of books, and is a
professor in the English department of the University of Kent.

Paperback Children’s Fiction
2 April 2020 · 240pp

Galloglass is the third volume in the Worldquake Sequence.

B-format PB · £7.99
9781782119357

link worldquake.co.uk

Rights: WxEinUS,C

Ebook · £6.39
9781782119340

The third in the thrilling
Worldquake sequence, packed
with adventure, spells and
missing cats

DRAGON’S GREEN
Worldquake Book 1
9781782117049 · £7.99
THE CHOSEN ONES
Worldquake Book 2
9781782119326 · £7.99
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THE INFINITE
Patience Agbabi
Sometimes all that’s needed is a deep breath and a leap.
Elle Bibi-Imbelé Ifié is a Leapling, born on the
29th of February, a day which only exists every
four years. Like all other Leaplings, including her
best friend Big Ben, Elle has the ability to jump
through time from one Leap Year to the next.
On her twelfth birthday Elle goes on a school trip
to 2048 to visit the Time Squad Headquarters.
But when she reaches the future it isn’t only flying
cars, robots and weird food she has to deal with.
Leaplings are going missing, seemingly lost in
time, and unless Elle can find them the world as
she knows it will cease to exist.

Photo © Lyndon Douglas

Paperback Children’s Fiction
2 April 2020 · 304pp
B-format PB · £7.99
9781786899651

Ebook · £6.39
9781786899668

Patience Agbabi was born in London in 1965 to Nigerian
parents, spent her teenage years living in North Wales and
now lives in Kent with her husband and children. She has
been writing poetry for over twenty years, The Infinite is her
first novel. Like Elle, she loves sprinting, numbers and pepper
soup, but, disappointingly, she was born in August.
The Infinite is the first book in The Leap Cycle series.

Rights: W

The Infinite is a mind-bending,
time-twisting adventure for
readers who loved Time
Travelling with a Hamster and
A Wrinkle in Time. The first book
in The Leap Cycle series
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OUTPOST
A Journey to the Wild Ends of the Earth

Dan Richards
‘Vivid, self-deprecating, literary and very, very
funny’ Observer
There are still wild places out there on our
crowded planet.
Through a series of personal journeys, Dan
Richards explores the appeal of far-flung outposts
in mountains, tundra, forests, oceans and deserts.
Following a route from the Cairngorms of
Scotland to the fire-watch lookouts of Washington
State; from Iceland’s ‘Houses of Joy’ to the Utah
desert; frozen ghost towns in Svalbard to shrines in
Japan; Roald Dahl’s writing hut to a lighthouse in
the North Atlantic, Richards explores landscapes
which have inspired writers, artists and musicians,
and asks: why are we drawn to wilderness? What
can we do to protect them? And what does the
future hold for outposts on the edge?

Paperback Non-fiction
2 April 2020 · 288pp
B-format PB · £9.99
9781786891570

Dan Richards is the co-author of Holloway (with Robert
Macfarlane and Stanley Donwood) and the author of The
Beechwood Airship Interviews and Climbing Days. He has
written for the Guardian, Harper’s Bazaar, Caught by the
River, Monocle and the Quietus. He is an RLF Fellow at
Bristol University.
twitter @Dan_Zep
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Ebook · £7.99
9781786891563

Rights: W

An exploration of the outposts
set along the edges of
civilisation and their impact on
the human spirit, from the
co-author of Holloway

LONDON MADE US
A Memoir of a Shape-Shifting City

Robert Elms
‘His love of his city shines from every page’
Observer
‘London is a giant kaleidoscope, which is forever turning. Take
your eye off it for more than a moment and you’re lost.’
Robert Elms has seen his beloved city change
beyond all imagining. London in his lifetime
has morphed from a piratical, bomb-scarred
playground, to a swish cosmopolitan metropolis.
Motorways driven through lost communities,
accents changing, skyscrapers appearing. Yet still
it remains to him the greatest place on earth.

Paperback Non-fiction
2 April 2020 · 320pp
B-format PB · £9.99
9781786892133

Ebook · £7.99
9781786892133

Audiobook · £25
9781786893116

Elms takes us back through time and place to
myriad Londons. He is our guide through a place
that has seen scientific experiments conducted in
subterranean lairs and a small community declare
itself an independent nation; a place his greatgreat-grandfather made the Elms’ home over a
century ago and a city that has borne witness to
world-changing events.

Rights: W

A personal journey – part
anecdotal, part impressionistic
– through London’s constantly
shifting cityscape by BBC Radio
London’s Robert Elms

Robert Elms is a broadcaster and writer, well-loved for his
eponymous radio show on BBC Radio London. Elms started
out as a journalist, writing for The Face and NME. He is a
Londoner through and through, growing up in West London
and living in the city for most of his life.
Elms is the author of two previous works of non-fiction, The
Way We Wore: A Life in Threads and Spain: A Portrait After
the General, and a novel, In Search of the Crack. He lives in
London with his wife and children.
twitter @RobertElms
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ON MAKING ART &
BEING AN ARTIST
Kent Nerburn
‘Helpful, deceptively simple, straight-shooting,
celebratory’ Margaret Atwood
A rallying cry for artists.
When Kent Nerburn received a letter from a
young woman questioning a life in the arts, the
writer and artist was struck by how closely her
questions mirrored the doubts and yearnings
of his own youth. So Nerburn resolved that he
would write his own letter: one of welcome and
encouragement to all young artists setting out on
the same strange and magical journey, sharing the
wisdom of a life spent working in the arts.
From struggles with money and the bitterness of
rejection, to spiritual questions of inspiration
and authenticity, Dancing With the Gods offers insight,
solace and courage to help young artists on the
winding road to creative fulfilment. Tender
and joyous, it is a celebration of art’s power to
transform the human experience.

Kent Nerburn is a sculptor and award-winning author of
sixteen books. He has been writing about Native American
history and culture for almost thirty years, and is the founder
and director of ‘Project Preserve’, working on the Red Lake
Ojibwe reservation helping students collect memoires of
tribal elders. He lives in Portland, Oregon.
link kentnerburn.com
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Trade Paperback Non-fiction
2 April 2020 · 272pp
Demy trade PB · £10.99
9781786891174

Ebook · £7.99
9781838851484

Rights: W

Guidance and wisdom for
young artists, from awardwinning artist and writer
Kent Nerburn

LIKE FLIES FROM AFAR
K. Ferrari
Luis Machi has had enemies for a long time:
after all, he’s built his success on dirty deals –
not to mention his cooperation with the military
junta’s coup years ago, or his love life, a web of
infidelities. What’s new is the corpse in the boot
of his car. A body with its face blown off, detained
by a pair of furry pink handcuffs that Machi knows
well . . .
Someone is trying to set him up, but the number
of suspects is incalculable. Machi is stuck dredging
his guilty past for clues and trying to dispose of
the mystery corpse. But time is just another enemy
and it’s running out fast.
Like Flies from Afar is a wickedly dark and thrilling
ride through the corruption and violence of
Argentina, embodied by a single degenerate man
and one very complicated day.
Trade Paperback Fiction
16 April 2020 · 224pp
Demy trade PB · £12.99
9781786896964

Ebook · £10.39
9781786896988

Audiobook · £16.99
9781786896971
Rights: UKCWxC,neEU

A wickedly dark, multi-awardwinning noir novel in translation
about corruption in the
Argentine state

K. Ferrari was born in Buenos Aires. He is the author of the
novels Operation Bukowski, What Was Not (Winner of the
Casa de las Américas Prize in 2009), Nadie es Inocente
and Punto Ciego – in co-authorship with Juan Mattio. Like
Flies from Afar is published in Argentina, Spain, Italy, France
and the US.
Adrian Nathan West has translated books from German,
Catalan, Spanish and French by authors such as Josef
Winkler, Pere Gimferrer and Marianne Fritz. He is the author
of The Aesthetics of Degradation and is a contributor to
the Times Literary Supplement and the Literary Review. His
essays, short fiction and translations have also appeared in
the New York Review of Books, McSweeney’s, the London
Review of Books and other publications.
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THE UNUSUAL SUSPECT
How to Rob a Bank and (Nearly)
Get Away With It

Ben Machell
Stephen Jackley was a young British Geography
student with Asperger’s Syndrome. When the
global financial crisis hit in 2007, he became
obsessed with the idea of Robin Hood. With no
prior experience, he resolved to become a bank
robber. He would steal from the rich and give to
the poor. Against all likelihood, his plan actually
worked.
Jackley used disguise, elaborate escape routes and
replica pistols to successfully hold up a string of
banks, making away with thousands of pounds. He
committed ten robberies in south-west England
over a six-month period. Bank notes marked
with ‘RH’ – ‘Robin Hood’ – began finding their
way into the hands of the homeless. The police,
despite their concerted efforts, had no idea what
was going on or who was responsible. That is until
Jackley’s ambition got the better of him.
This is his story.

Ben Machell is a feature writer for The Times and The Times
Magazine, a columnist for ES Magazine, and a contributor
to publications including VICE and Esquire. He has been
shortlisted for Feature Writer of the Year at the British Press
Awards. Ben has full and exclusive access to Stephen and
his surviving diaries, as well as access to law enforcement
and the key characters involved in Jackley’s story on both
sides of the Atlantic.
twitter @ben_machell
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The remarkable true story of a
modern-day Robin Hood, from
Times columnist Ben Machell

ISLAND DREAMS
The Mapping of an Obsession

Gavin Francis
‘Thought-provoking and eloquent’
Hilary Mantel
In Island Dreams, Gavin Francis journeys into our
collective fascination with islands. He blends
stories of his own travels with great voyages from
literature and philosophical exploration, and he
examines the place of islands and isolation in our
collective consciousness.

Hardback Non-fiction
7 May 2020 · 256pp
Squat Royal HB · £18.99
9781786898180

Ebook · £15.19
9781786898197

Comparing the life of freedom of thirty years of
extraordinary travel – from the Faroe Islands to
the Aegean, from the Galapagos to the Andaman
Islands – with a life of responsibility as a doctor,
community member and parent approaching
middle age, Island Dreams riffs on the twinned
poles of rest and motion, independence and
attachment, never more relevant than in today’s
perennially connected world.

Rights: W

An exploration of isolation and
connectedness based on thirty
years of travel, from the Sunday
Times bestselling author of
Adventures in Human Being and
Empire Antarctica

Beautifully illustrated with maps throughout, this
is a celebration of human adventures in the world
and within our minds.

Gavin Francis is an award-winning writer and GP. He is
the author of four books of non-fiction, including Adventures
in Human Being, which was a Sunday Times bestseller
and won the Saltire Scottish Non-Fiction Book of the Year
Award, and Empire Antarctica, which won Scottish Book
of the Year in the SMIT Awards and was shortlisted for
both the Ondaatje and Costa Prizes. He has written for the
Guardian, The Times, the New York Review of Books and the
London Review of Books. His work is published in eighteen
languages. He lives in Edinburgh, Scotland.
twitter @gavinfranc link gavinfrancis.com
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NIGHT BOAT TO TANGIER
Kevin Barry
LONGLISTED FOR THE BOOKER PRIZE 2019
IRISH NUMBER ONE BESTSELLER
‘A true wonder’ Max Porter
‘Beautifully written’ Guardian
It’s late one night at the Spanish port of Algeciras
and two fading Irish gangsters are waiting on
the boat from Tangier. A lover has been lost, a
daughter has gone missing, their world has come
asunder – can it be put together again?

Kevin Barry is the author of the novels Beatlebone and City
of Bohane and the story collections Dark Lies the Island and
There Are Little Kingdoms. His awards include the IMPAC
Dublin Literary Award, the Goldsmiths Prize, the Sunday
Times EFG Short Story Prize and the Lannan Foundation
Literary Award. His stories and essays have appeared in
the New Yorker, Granta and elsewhere. He also works as
a playwright and screenwriter, and he lives in County Sligo,
Ireland.
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Ebook · £7.19
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Audiobook · £20.99
9781786898098
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The Booker-longlisted novel,
drenched in sex, death and
narcotics, from the winner of
the IMPAC Award and the
Goldsmiths Prize

BEATLEBONE
9781782116165 · £8.99
THERE ARE LITTLE
KINGDOMS
9781786890177 · £8.99
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THINK LIKE A WHITE MAN
Conquering the World . . . While Black

Dr Boulé Whytelaw III and
Nels Abbey
‘This book rewarded me with dark, dry chuckles
on every page’ Reni Eddo-Lodge
‘The work of a true mastermind’
Benjamin Zephaniah
By following the White Man Commandments
– namely, that winning justifies anything and
everything – you too can achieve success beyond
your capabilities.
With lessons on the value of shock and awe, putting
compassion on the back-burner and pretending
racism doesn’t exist, Think Like a White Man teaches
you how to understand, overcome and overthrow
the White Man in the whiter-shade-of-pale world
of work.

Paperback Non-fiction
7 May 2020 · 256pp
B-format PB · £8.99
9781786894403

Ebook · £7.19
9781786894397

Rights: W

A bold, satirical humour book
on how to achieve success like
a Great White Male, which
Benjamin Zephaniah called ‘the
work of a true mastermind’

Dr Boulé Whytelaw III is the Distinguished Professor of
White People Studies at Bishop Lamonthood University
and the Deputy Vice Chair of the Centre for (Trying to)
Understand White People (CTUWP).
He has written numerous successful TV shows, including
Good Cops, Good White Folk and Other Wild Fantasies
and Scientific Proof: The White Man’s Ice Is Indeed Colder.
Since dictating the thesis of Think Like a White Man to Nels
Abbey, he has neither been seen nor heard from.
Nels Abbey is a British-Nigerian writer and media executive
based in London. This is his first book.
twitter @nelsabbey
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MY NAME IS MONSTER
Katie Hale
‘A terrific piece of writing; tough and tender
and insightful’ Joanne Harris
‘A complex, accomplished debut. The prose
dazzles’ Kirsty Logan
After the Sickness has killed off her parents,
and the bombs have fallen on the last safe cities,
Monster emerges from the Arctic vault which has
kept her alive. When she washes up on the coast
of Scotland, everyone she knows is dead, and she
believes she is alone in an empty world.
Slowly, piece by piece, she begins to rebuild a life.
Until, one day, she finds a girl: another survivor,
feral, and ready to be taught all that Monster
knows. But as the lonely days pass, the lessons the
girl learns are not always the ones Monster means
to teach . . .

Born in Cumbria, Katie Hale is a poet, freelance journalist
and educator. She took part in Penguin Random House’s
inaugural WriteNow scheme in 2018, has held Emerging
Writer in Residence posts at Theatre by the Lake and Creative
Futures Cumbria, and is currently working on an oral storysharing project with the National Trust. Her debut poetry
pamphlet, Breaking the Surface, was published by Flipped
Eye in 2017. Her poetry has been awarded the Jane Martin
and Ware Poetry Prizes, and has been shortlisted for the
Ballymaloe International Poetry Prize. My Name Is Monster
is her first novel.
twitter @halekatie link halekatie.com
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Ebook · £7.19
9781786896377

Audiobook · £16.99
9781786896384
Rights: W

Inspired by Robinson Crusoe
and Frankenstein, My Name Is
Monster is a novel about power,
about isolation, and about
complex female relationships

MAKING EVIL
The Science Behind Humanity’s
Dark Side

Dr Julia Shaw
‘Most of it is unsettling, shocking or
disturbing. It’s also rational, intelligent and
necessary . . . fascinating and convincing’
Herald
Are you evil?
Dr Julia Shaw shows us that the same dispositions
that make us capable of heinous crimes may also
work to our advantage. And asks, if evil is within
all of us, should it be said to exist at all?

Paperback Non-fiction
7 May 2020 · 320pp
B-format PB · £9.99
9781786891327

Ebook · £7.99
9781786891310

Audiobook · £17.99
9781786893505

In Making Evil, Shaw uses a mix of science, popular
culture and real-life examples to investigate the
darker side of human nature. How similar is
your brain to a psychopath’s? How many people
have murder fantasies? Can A.I. be evil? Do
your sexual proclivities make you a bad person?
Who becomes a terrorist? This is a wide-ranging
exploration into a fascinating, darkly compelling
subject.

Rights: UKCWxC,neEU

How to understand the deviance
that lies in ourselves and others
– an original and rigorous
exploration of the darkest
recesses of the human mind

Dr Julia Shaw is a scientist in the Department of Psychology
at University College London (UCL). Her academic work,
teaching and role as an expert witness have focused on
different ways of understanding criminal behaviour. Dr Shaw
has consulted as an expert on criminal cases, delivered
police-training and military workshops, and has evaluated
offender diversion programmes. She is also the co-founder
of Spot, a start-up that helps employees report workplace
harassment and discrimination, and employers take action.
Her work has been featured in outlets such as CNN, the
BBC, the New Yorker, WIRED, Forbes, the Guardian and
Der Spiegel.
twitter @drjuliashaw link drjuliashaw.com
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THE SIDEMAN
Caro Ramsay
‘Brilliant in twisting the tension tauter with
each page’ Guardian
‘[Ramsay] is a titan of Tartan Noir’
Helen Fields
Detective Inspector Costello has resigned. No
notice, no goodbyes. Convinced that George
Haggerty murdered his wife and son despite
his cast-iron alibi, Costello has gone solo,
determined to expose a ruthless killer without
being hampered by police protocol. But is she
right about Haggerty’s guilt? And where has she
disappeared to?
DCI Colin Anderson has no time to ponder the
loss of his partner of twenty years. With a badly
beaten body found on a remote mountain pass;
a woman with a serious head wound who won’t
communicate in any way; and a substantial
pool of blood discovered at the edge of Loch
Lomond, Police Scotland have their hands full.
Could there be any connection to Costello’s
disappearance . . . ?

Caro Ramsay is the Glaswegian author of the critically
acclaimed DI Anderson and DS Costello series, the first
of which (Absolution) was shortlisted for the CWA’s New
Blood Dagger for best debut of the year. The ninth book in
the series, The Suffering of Strangers, was longlisted for the
McIlvanney Prize 2018.
twitter @CaroRamsayBooks link caroramsay.com

The first three books in
the series, available
2 April 2020
ABSOLUTION
9781786898739 · £8.99
SINGING TO THE DEAD
9781786899071 · £8.99
DARK WATER
9781786898821 · £8.99
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DI Costello must break the rules
if she is to catch a ruthless killer

HOW TO BE ANIMAL
A New History of What it Means
to Be Human

Melanie Challenger
Humans are the most inquisitive, emotional,
imaginative, aggressive and baffling animals on the
planet. But how well do we really know ourselves?

Hardback Non-fiction
14 May 2020 · 256pp
Royal HB · £18.99
9781786895714

Ebook · £14.39
9781786895745

Export TPB · £14.99
9781786895738

Audiobook · £20.99
9781786895813
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Combining nature writing,
history and moral philosophy,
this is a wide-ranging and
radical new take on the human
story and what it means for us
today

How to Be Animal writes a remarkable story of what it
means to be human and argues that at the heart of
our psychology is a profound struggle with being
animal. As well as piecing together the mystery of
how this psychology evolved, the book examines
the wide-reaching ways in which it affects our lives,
from our politics to the ways we distance ourselves
from other species. We travel from the origins of
homo sapiens through the agrarian and industrial
revolutions, the age of the internet, and on to
futures of AI and human-machine interface. We
examine how technology influences our sense of
our own animal nature and our relationship with
the other species with whom we share this fragile
planet.
Drawing on new evidence from a wide range of
disciplines, Challenger proposes that being an
animal is a process, beautiful and unpredictable
and that we have a chance to tell ourselves a
new story, to realise that if we matter, so does
everything else.

Melanie Challenger works as a researcher on the history
of humanity and the natural world, and environmental
philosophy. She is the author of On Extinction: How We
Became Estranged from Nature. She received a Darwin
Now Award for her research among Canadian Inuit and
the Arts Council International Fellowship with the British
Antarctic Survey for her work on the history of whaling.
link melaniechallenger.com
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THE UNGRATEFUL
REFUGEE
What Immigrants Never Tell You

Dina Nayeri
‘It speaks powerfully from – and to – the heart’
Robert Macfarlane
Aged eight, Dina Nayeri fled Iran along with her
mother and brother, and lived in the crumbling
shell of an Italian hotel-turned-refugee camp.
Eventually she was granted asylum in America.
Now, Nayeri weaves together her own vivid story
with those of other asylum seekers in recent years.
In these pages, women gather to prepare the
noodles that remind them of home, a closeted
queer man tries to make his case truthfully as he
seeks asylum and a translator attempts to help new
arrivals present their stories to officials.
Surprising and provocative, The Ungrateful Refugee
recalibrates the conversation around the refugee
experience. Here are the real human stories of
what it is like to be forced to flee your home, and
to journey across borders in the hope of starting
afresh.

Dina Nayeri was born in Iran during the revolution and
arrived in America when she was ten years old. She is the
winner of a National Endowment for the Arts Grant and the
UNESCO City of Literature Paul Engle Prize. The author of
two novels – Refuge and A Teaspoon of Earth and Sea – and
contributor to The Displaced, her work has been published
in over twenty countries. Her stories and essays have been
published in The O. Henry Prize Stories, Best American Short
Stories, the New York Times, Guardian, Wall Street Journal,
Granta and many other publications. She lives in London.
twitter @DinaNayeri link dinanayeri.com
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Ebook · £7.99
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Audiobook · £20.99
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A timely, provocative and
personal examination of the
refugee experience

LIVEWIRED
The Inside Story of the Ever-Changing Brain

David Eagleman
How can a blind person learn to see with her
tongue or a deaf person learn to hear with his
skin? What does a baby born without a nose tell us
about our sensory machinery? Might we someday
control a robot with our thoughts? And what does
any of this have to do with why we dream?
The answers to these questions are not right in
front of our eyes; they’re right behind our eyes.
Photo © Blink Films UK
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Ebook · £14.79
9781838850975

Export TPB · £14.99
9781838850999

Audiobook · £25
9781838850982

This book is not simply about what the brain is,
but what it does. Covering decades of research
to the present day, Livewired also presents new
findings from Eagleman’s own research, including
new discoveries in synaesthesia, dreaming, and
wearable neurotech devices that revolutionise how
we think about the senses.

Rights: UKCWxC,neEU

A remarkable account of the
brain’s plasticity, from the
internationally bestselling
author

Dr David Eagleman is a neuroscientist and internationally
bestselling author. He teaches Brain Plasticity at Stanford
University, is creator and host of the Emmy-nominated BBC
television series The Brain, and is the Chief Executive Officer
of NeoSensory, a company that builds the next generation
of neuroscience hardware. The author of seven other books,
he lives in Palo Alto, California.
twitter @davideagleman link eagleman.com

THE BRAIN
The Story of You
9781782116615 · £9.99
INCOGNITO
The Secret Lives of
the Brain
9781782112464 · £9.99
SUM
Forty Tales from
the Afterlives
9781847674272 · £9.99
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HOW BEAUTIFUL
WE WERE
Imbolo Mbue
‘We should have known the end was near.’
Set in the fictional African village of Kosawa,
How Beautiful We Were tells the story of a people living
in fear amidst environmental degradation wrought
by an American oil company. Pipeline spills have
rendered farmlands infertile. Children are dying
from drinking toxic water. Promises of clean-up
and financial reparations to the villagers are made
– and ignored. The country’s government, led by
a brazen dictator, exists to serve its own interest.
Left with few choices, the people of Kosawa decide
to fight back. Their struggle will last for decades
and come at a steep price.
Told through the perspective of a generation of
children and the family of a girl named Thula,
How Beautiful We Were is a masterful exploration of
what happens when the reckless drive for profit,
coupled with the ghost of colonialism, comes up
against one community’s determination to hold
on to its ancestral land and a young woman’s
willingness to sacrifice everything for the sake of
her people’s freedom.

Imbolo Mbue is a native of the seaside town of Limbe,
Cameroon. She holds a BS from Rutgers University and
an MA from Columbia University. Behold the Dreamers,
her critically acclaimed debut novel, won the 2017 PEN/
Faulkner Award for Fiction and was named by the Observer,
New York Times and Washington Post as one of the notable
books of 2016. It was also an Oprah Book Club pick and
won the 2017 Blue Metropolis Words to Change Prize. A
resident of the United States for more than a decade, she
lives in New York City.
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Ebook · £11.99
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Audiobook · £20.99
9781838851385
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From the celebrated author of
the New York Times bestseller
Behold the Dreamers, comes
a sweeping, wrenching story
about the collision of a small
African village and an American
oil company

link imbolombue.com
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THE LAWS OF BEING
A WOMAN
Sophia Cannon
The Law governs all of our lives, but historically,
women have not been in the room when laws
are written, nor in the courts where they are
adjudicated upon. From sex, menstruation,
marriage, giving birth and house ownership,
to rape and femicide, many issues impacting
women’s lives are dictated by regulations that are
dangerously outdated.
The Laws of Being a Woman is your guide to
understanding the ways in which man-written
laws control, yet woefully fail, women the world
over. Sophia Cannon argues, powerfully, that it is
time to look at legal reform, with women’s voices
and experience put front and centre in the laws
that dictate their existence.
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Demy HB · £14.99
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Ebook · £11.99
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Audiobook · £20.99
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Sophia Cannon has a Masters in Law and Policy. She
practised as a barrister, working mostly in the area of family
law, having gone through the care system herself. More
recently Sophia has chosen to focus on her broadcast work.
She is mother to twins.
twitter @SophiaCannon

A no-holds-barred look at
how the Law governs and
fails women’s lives, and which
argues for legal reform
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MY NAME IS WHY
Lemn Sissay
‘Grips like a thriller’ Matt Haig
‘An incredible story’ Benjamin Zephaniah
‘Utterly devastating’ Dolly Alderton
‘Inspirational’ Floella Benjamin
‘Deeply moving’ David Lammy
BBC RADIO 4 BOOK OF THE WEEK
How does a government steal a child
and then imprison him?
How does it keep it a secret?
This story is how.

Lemn Sissay is a BAFTA-nominated, award-winning writer
and broadcaster. He has authored collections of poetry
and plays. His Landmark poems are visible in London,
Manchester, Huddersfield and Addis Ababa. He has been
made an Honorary Doctor by the universities of Manchester,
Kent, Huddersfield and Brunel. Sissay was awarded an
MBE for services to literature and in 2019 he was awarded
the PEN Pinter Prize. He is Chancellor of the University of
Manchester. He is British and Ethiopian.
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Ebook · £7.99
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Audiobook · £20.99
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twitter @lemnsissay link lemnsissay.com

A memoir with a message –
about growing up in care and
finding hope, determination and
creativity – from British poet and
national treasure Lemn Sissay

REBEL WITHOUT
APPLAUSE
9781841950013 · £9.99
GOLD FROM THE STONE
9781782119456 · £9.99
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THE ART OF DYING
Ambrose Parry
‘Parry’s Victorian Edinburgh comes vividly
alive – and it’s a world of pain’ Val McDermid
‘A rip-roaring tale of murder amid the
medical experiments of nineteenth-century
Edinburgh . . . A joy to read’ Ian Rankin
Edinburgh, 1849. Hordes of patients are dying all
across the city, with doctors finding their remedies
powerless. And a whispering campaign seeks
to paint Dr James Simpson, pioneer of medical
chloroform, as a murderer.
Determined to clear Simpson’s name, his protégé
Will Raven and former housemaid Sarah Fisher
must plunge into Edinburgh’s deadliest streets
and find out who or what is behind the deaths.
Soon they discover that the cause of the deaths
has evaded detection purely because it is so
unthinkable.
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B-format PB · £8.99
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Ebook · £6.39
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The second in the series of
gripping historical crime novels
from bestselling author Chris
Brookmyre and consultant
anaesthetist Dr Marisa
Haetzman

Ambrose Parry is a pseudonym for a collaboration
between Chris Brookmyre and Marisa Haetzman. The
couple are married and live in Scotland. Chris Brookmyre
is the international bestselling and multi-award-winning
author of over twenty novels. Dr Marisa Haetzman is a
consultant anaesthetist of twenty years’ experience, whose
research for her Master’s degree in the History of Medicine
uncovered the material upon which this series, which begun
with The Way of All Flesh, is based. The Way of all Flesh was
longlisted for both the Theakston Old Peculier Crime Novel
of the Year Award and the McIlvanney Prize for Scottish
Crime Book of the Year.
The Art of Dying is the second book in the series.
twitter @ambroseparry

THE WAY OF ALL FLESH
9781786893802 · £8.99
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TO THE ISLAND OF TIDES
A Journey to Lindisfarne

Alistair Moffat
‘A wonderfully rich and consoling book . . . and
it is very good indeed’ Scotsman
In To the Island of Tides, Alistair Moffat travels to –
and through the history of – the fated island of
Lindisfarne. Known by the Romans as Insula
Medicata and famous for its monastery, it even
survived Viking raids. Today the isle maintains
its position as a space for retreat and spiritual
renewal.
Walking from his home in the Borders, through
the historical landscape of Scotland and northern
England, Moffat takes us on a pilgrimage in the
footsteps of saints and scholars, before arriving
for a secular retreat on the Holy Isle. To the Island of
Tides is a walk through history, a meditation on the
power of place, but also a more personal journey;
and a reflection on where life leads us.

Paperback Non-fiction
4 June 2020 · 336pp
B-format PB · £9.99
9781786896346

Alistair Moffat was born in Kelso, Scotland in 1950.
He is an award-winning writer, historian and Director of
Programmes at Scottish Television, former Director of the
Edinburgh Festival Fringe and former Rector of the University
of St Andrews. He is the founder of Borders Book Festival
and Co-Chairman of The Great Tapestry of Scotland. He is
the author of The Hidden Ways: Scotland’s Forgotten Roads.

Rights: W

This journey to Lindisfarne is
a meditation on the power
of place, from the historian
and award-winning author of
The Hidden Ways

THE HIDDEN WAYS
9781786891037 · £9.99
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Ebook · £7.99
9781786896339

EVERYDAY MAGIC
Jess Kidd
illustrated by Beatriz Castro
When nine-year-old Archie Blackstack is left
orphaned he is sent to live with his two rather
eccentric aunts in their cobwebby house in the
village of Little Snoddington. Before long it
becomes pretty obvious to Archie that his aunts
aren’t just weird, they’re witches! His Aunt Gertie’s
hair changes colour and Aunt Zita is followed
everywhere by an enormous bat called Magnus and
rides around on a flying vacuum cleaner.

Photo © Travis McBride
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Like an enchanted mix of
Lemony Snickett and Nanny
McPhee, Everyday Magic is
strange, spooky and a total riot!

When the circus comes to town, and with it Archie’s
first ever friend, the adventurous and fearless
Calypso, Little Snoddington fills up overnight
with witches, including the Head Witch herself,
Prunella Morrow, and her terrifying assistant
Featherlegs (half-witch, half-spider). And things
only get stranger when Archie is given a magical
snow globe, a grandfather clock starts reversing
time and Calypso’s baby sister disappears into thin
air. Archie must be braver than he ever thought he
could be, to help his friend, protect his new home
and save the witching world.

Jess Kidd was brought up in London as part of a large
family from County Mayo. Her first novel, Himself, was
shortlisted for the Irish Book Awards in 2016 and she was
the winner of the Costa Short Story Award in the same year.
In 2017, Himself was shortlisted for the Authors’ Club Best
First Novel Award and longlisted for the CWA John Creasey
(New Blood) Dagger. Her second novel, The Hoarder, was
shortlisted for the Kerry Group Irish Novel of the Year Award
in association with Listowel Writers’ Week’. Both books were
BBC Radio 2 Book Club picks. Her third novel, Things in Jars,
was published by Canongate in April 2019.
twitter @jesskiddherself link jesskidd.com
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THE KREMLIN SCHOOL
OF NEGOTIATION
Igor Ryzov
Negotiating is something that we all do, whether
at work or at home. But what if we come across
someone who just won’t give in? How can we
defend ourselves against manipulation? And how
do we say ‘no’ without compromising a deal?
Using the official Kremlin method, Igor Ryzov
guides us through the most effective techniques in
negotiating terms that satisfy both parties, from
knowing how to get the most information about a
potential deal, to advice on defusing tension. With
practical examples, and exercises to practice your
negotiating skills, this comprehensive handbook
will offer the tools you need to master any deal.

Igor Ryzov is a business coach for companies across Russia,
and has been a business technology teacher since 2006.
He runs open and corporate ‘Hard Negotiations’ training
sessions. The Kremlin School of Negotiation won the 2016
PwC award for best business book in the Russian language.

Paperback Non-fiction
4 June 2020 · 394pp
B-format PB · £9.99
9781786896193

Ebook · £7.99
9781786896179

Rights: W/E

A comprehensive guide to
negotiating based on the official
Kremlin method, winner of the
Russian Business Book of the Year

52 Paperback Non-fiction

THE BURNING LAND
George Alagiah
‘George Alagiah manages to give us the best of
both worlds: an absorbing, pacy thriller with
great political depth’ Tahmima Anam
‘It was never meant to be like this. Sabotage, yes. Propaganda,
yes. All of that and more – but not this. Not murder.’
South Africa has become a powder keg. Its
precious land is being sold off to the highest
bidders while the country’s corrupt elite pocket
the profits. As the dreams and hopes of its people
are threatened, frustration turns to violence. With
the shocking murder of one of the country’s bright
young hopes, the fuse is well and truly lit.
Conflict mediator Lindi and her childhood friend
Kagiso find themselves in the heart of the chaos,
fighting to save themselves and their country as
events are set in motion that no one – least of all
they – can control.

Paperback Fiction
4 June 2020 · 272pp
B-format PB · £8.99
9781786897947

Ebook · £7.19
9781786897954

Rights: W

The exhilarating debut political
thriller from beloved BBC
broadcaster George Alagiah

EXPORT HIGHLIGHT

George Alagiah is presenter of BBC News at Six, Britain’s
most watched news programme. That role followed ten
years as a foreign correspondent, covering the 9/11 attacks
on New York, the genocide in Rwanda, civil wars in Liberia,
Afghanistan and Sierra Leone, and Nelson Mandela’s
presidency. He’s won numerous awards, including The Royal
Television Society and Amnesty International among others.
Before the BBC he worked in print journalism. In 2008 he
was awarded an OBE for services to journalism.
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THE HEIGHTS
Parker Bilal
‘Bilal’s powers of description and his sensible,
wryly compassionate leading man make this an
enthralling read’ Guardian
Cal Drake has left the police force and is now
working as a private detective, having teamed up
with the motorcycle-riding Dr Rayhana Crane. It’s
not long before the two are embroiled in a case.
What starts with the grisly discovery of a severed
head on the Tube soon becomes personal. As the
investigation progresses, it becomes apparent that
the murder victim is tied to Drake’s past – and
threatens the new future he is trying to build.
As they investigate this new murder and the
disappearance of a young international student
from the Gulf, Crane and Drake find themselves
in the dark underworld of London with
international crime, local rivalries and a very
personal quest for retribution.

Parker Bilal is the pseudonym of Jamal Mahjoub, the
critically acclaimed literary novelist. He is the author of the
Makana Investigations series, the third of which, The Ghost
Runner, was longlisted for the Theakston Old Peculier Crime
Novel of the Year Award. The Divinities, the first in his Crane
and Drake London crime series, was published in 2019. Born
in London, he has lived in a number of places, including the
UK, Denmark, Spain and, currently, the Netherlands.

Paperback Fiction
25 June 2020 · 368pp
B-format PB · £8.99
9781838850807

Ebook · £4.79
9781838850814

Rights: W

The second book in the
Crane and Drake series from
crime writer Parker Bilal

twitter @Parker_Bilal
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EXPORT HIGHLIGHT

January–June 2020

BIRD BY BIRD
Instructions on Writing and Life

Anne Lamott
2 January 2020
B-format PB · £9.99 Ebook · £7.99
9781786898555
9781786898562

LEAVING ALEXANDRIA
Richard Holloway
5 March 2020
B-format PB · £9.99 Ebook · £7.99
9781786898913
9780857860750
Rights: WxEinAN

Rights: UKCWxC,neEU

THE PATTERN IN
THE CARPET
A Personal History with Jigsaws

Margaret Drabble
7 May 2020
B-format PB · £9.99 Ebook · £7.99
9781786899712
9781786899729
Rights: WxEinUS,C

SUNSET SONG
Lewis Grassic Gibbon

THE MAN WITH THE
GOLDEN ARM
Nelson Algren

6 February 2020
B-format PB · £7.99 Ebook · £4.79
9781786898616
9781847673596

2 April 2020
B-format PB · £9.99 Ebook · £7.99
9781786899187
9781847676429

Rights: W

Rights: UKCWxC,neEU

CARRY ME DOWN
M.J. Hyland
4 June 2020
B-format PB · £8.99 Ebook · £7.19
9781786898807
9781847673626
Rights: WxEinUS,C,AN

A GOLDEN AGE
Tahmima Anam
6 February 2020
B-format PB · £8.99 Ebook · £7.19
9781786898623
9780857862754
Rights: UKCWxC,AN,I,eEU,neH

NOTES FROM
UNDERGROUND
Fyodor Dostoyevsky

THIS IS HOW
M.J. Hyland

2 April 2020
B-format PB · £8.99 Ebook · £7.19
9781786899002
9780857861283

4 June 2020
B-format PB · £8.99 Ebook · £7.19
9781786899262
9781847677723

Rights: W

Rights: WxEinUS,C,AN

THE BOAT
Nam Le
5 March 2020
B-format PB · £9.99 Ebook · £7.99
9781786898630
9781847674098
Rights: UKCWxC,AN,neEU,neH

Full Canons list on next page >>
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Nelson Algren
Niccolò Ammaniti
Tahmima Anam
Karen Armstrong
Margaret Atwood
Eve Babitz
Eve Babitz
Alessandro Baricco
Alessandro Baricco
Kevin Barry
John Berger
Stanley Booth
Richard Brautigan
Richard Brautigan
Richard Brautigan
Richard Brautigan
Richard Brautigan
Richard Brautigan
Richard Brautigan
Charles Bukowski
Charles Bukowski
Robert Burns
Dino Buzzati
A.S. Byatt
Nick Cave
Kate Chopin
Jennifer Clement
Leonard Cohen
Leonard Cohen
Gil Courtemanche
Annie Dillard
Annie Dillard
Jim Dodge
Jim Dodge
Anne Donovan
Fyodor Dostoyevsky
Margaret Drabble
David Eagleman
Tan Twan Eng
Michel Faber
Michel Faber
Michel Faber
John Fante
John Fante
Athol Fugard
Simon Garfield
Helen Garner
Lewis Grassic Gibbon
Alasdair Gray
Alasdair Gray
Kate Grenville
Kate Grenville
David Grossman
Neil M. Gunn
Knut Hamsun
Hermann Hesse
James Hogg

9781786899187
9781782117155
9781786898623
9781782118909
9781786892485
9781786892768
9781786892744
9781786896438
9781786896421
9781786890177
9781782115038
9780857863515
9781782113799
9781786890443
9781786890429
9781782113782
9781786890467
9780857862648
9781782113805
9781782116660
9781786891679
9781786891617
9781786891648
9781786894526
9781782115335
9781782117131
9781782114246
9781786896865
9781786896889
9781782118886
9781782117735
9781782118855
9781782116356
9781786893970
9781786894007
9781786899002
9781786899712
9781782112464
9781786893895
9781782114413
9781782117162
9781786890528
9781786896209
9781786891655
9781786896155
9781786892782
9781786896087
9781786898616
9781786893963
9781782117148
9781786896025
9781782118879
9781786893383
9781782118848
9781782117124
9781786894458
9781786891860

£9.99
£8.99
£8.99
£9.99
£9.99
£8.99
£8.99
£8.99
£8.99
£8.99
£9.99
£10.99
£8.99
£8.99
£8.99
£8.99
£8.99
£9.99
£8.99
£9.99
£9.99
£9.99
£9.99
£9.99
£9.99
£6.99
£9.99
£9.99
£9.99
£9.99
£9.99
£9.99
£8.99
£9.99
£9.99
£8.99
£9.99
£9.99
£8.99
£10.99
£9.99
£9.99
£9.99
£9.99
£9.99
£9.99
£8.99
£7.99
£10.99
£10.99
£8.99
£8.99
£9.99
£9.99
£9.99
£9.99
£8.99

Richard Holloway
Richard Holloway
Richard Holloway
Richard Holloway
Richard Holloway
Lewis Hyde
Lewis Hyde
M.J. Hyland
M.J. Hyland

9781786893925
9781786893918
9781786898913
9781786893932
9781782116288
9780857868473
9781786890504
9781786898807
9781786899262

£9.99
£9.99
£9.99
£9.99
£8.99
£12.99
£10.99
£8.99
£8.99

The Man With the Golden Arm *
I'm Not Scared
A Golden Age *
A Short History Of Myth
The Penelopiad
L.A. Woman
Sex & Rage
Ocean Sea
Silk
There Are Little Kingdoms
A Fortunate Man
The True Adventures of the Rolling Stones
A Confederate General From Big Sur
Dreaming of Babylon
The Hawkline Monster
Revenge of the Lawn
So the Wind Won't Blow It All Away
Sombrero Fallout
Trout Fishing in America
Ham On Rye
Hollywood
A Night Out with Robert Burns
The Tartar Steppe
Ragnarok
The Death of Bunny Munro
The Awakening
Widow Basquiat
Book of Mercy
Let Us Compare Mythologies
A Sunday At The Pool In Kigali
The Abundance
Teaching a Stone to Talk
Fup
Stone Junction
Buddha Da
Notes From Underground *
The Pattern in the Carpet *
Incognito
The Garden of Evening Mists
The Crimson Petal And The White
Some Rain Must Fall And Other Stories
Under The Skin
Ask The Dust
Wait Until Spring, Bandini
Tsotsi
Mauve
The Spare Room
Sunset Song *
1982, Janine
Lanark
The Lieutenant
The Secret River
Lion's Honey
Highland River
Hunger
If the War Goes On . . .
The Private Memoirs and Confessions
of a Justified Sinner
Doubts and Loves
Godless Morality
Leaving Alexandria *
Looking In the Distance
On Forgiveness
The Gift
Trickster Makes This World
Carry Me Down *
This Is How *

Robin Jenkins 9781786893994
£9.99
Robin Jenkins 9780857862358
£9.99
James Joyce 9781786896162
£6.99
Miranda July 9781782116295
£9.99
Ismail Kadare 9781786894496
£9.99
Ismail Kadare 9781786893949
£9.99
Ron Kovic 9781786897459
£9.99
Olivia Laing 9781786891587
£9.99
Olivia Laing 9781786891600
£10.99
Anne Lamott 9781786898555
£9.99
Nam Le 9781786898630
£9.99
Amy Liptrot 9781786894229
£9.99
Charles Maclean 9781786896100
£9.99
Yann Martel 9781786891686
£8.99
Sylvie Matton 9781786898678
£9.99
Alexander McCall Smith 9781786894533
£9.99
Mike McCormack 9781786891396
£9.99
Mike McCormack 9781786891419
£9.99
William McIlvanney 9781782119616
£8.99
James Meek 9781786894014
£9.99
Rebecca Miller 9781782119159
£8.99
Charles Mingus 9781782118824
£10.99
John Muir 9781782114437
£9.99
John Muir 9781786899248
£9.99
Sten Nadolny 9781786891662
£9.99
Kent Nerburn 9781786890160
£10.99
Barack Obama 9781782119258
£9.99
Ruth Ozeki 9781786893901
£9.99
Arto Paasilinna 9781782118831
£9.99
Camille Paglia 9781786892188
£9.99
Caradog Prichard 9781782116769
£9.99
Philip Pullman 9781786891952
£9.99
				
Robert Sabbag 9781782118800
£9.99
Albert Sánchez Piñol 9781782117179
£9.99
Charles M. Schulz 9781782113614
£7.99
Gil Scott-Heron 9781786890252
£10.99
Gil Scott-Heron 9781786897831
£9.99
Nan Shepherd 9780857861832
£9.99
Nan Shepherd 9781786891624
£8.99
Nan Shepherd 9781782118862
£8.99
Steven Sherrill 9781786896148
£9.99
David Simon 9781782116301
£12.99
Lemn Sissay 9781782119456
£9.99
Mohamedou Ould Slahi 9781786891853
£9.99
Iceberg Slim 9781786896124
£9.99
Ali Smith 9781786892478
£9.99
Rebecca Solnit 9781786890511
£9.99
Rebecca Solnit 9781782119074
£8.99
Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn 9781786894236
£9.99
Muriel Spark 9781782117551
£9.99
Muriel Spark 9781786890016
£14.99
Muriel Spark 9781782117575
£8.99
Muriel Spark 9781782117650
£10.99
Muriel Spark 9781782117674
£10.99
Alan Spence 9781786892973
£9.99
Darcey Steinke 9781786894410
£8.99
Antonio Tabucchi 9781782116318
£8.99
David Thomson 9781786892461
£9.99
John Edgar Wideman 9781786892041
£9.99
John Edgar Wideman 9781786892034
£9.99
John Edgar Wideman 9781786893727
£9.99
Jeanette Winterson 9781786892492
£9.99
David Wojnarowicz 9781786890276
£10.99
Virginia Woolf 9781786892454
£7.99
Akira Yoshimura 9781786890535
£9.99

The Changeling
The Cone-Gatherers
Dubliners
No One Belongs Here More Than You
Chronicle In Stone
The Siege
Born on the Fourth of July
To the River
The Trip to Echo Spring
Bird by Bird *
The Boat *
The Outrun
Island on the Edge of the World
Life Of Pi
Rembrandt's Whore
Dream Angus
Getting it in the Head
Notes from a Coma
Docherty
The People's Act Of Love
The Private Lives of Pippa Lee
Beneath The Underdog
My First Summer In The Sierra
The Story of My Boyhood and Youth *
The Discovery Of Slowness
Neither Wolf Nor Dog
Dreams From My Father
A Tale for the Time Being
The Howling Miller
Free Women, Free Men
One Moonlit Night
The Good Man Jesus and
the Scoundrel Christ
Snowblind
Cold Skin
How to be a Grrrl
The Last Holiday
Now And Then
The Living Mountain
The Quarry Wood
The Weatherhouse
The Minotaur Takes A Cigarette Break
Homicide
Gold from the Stone
Guantánamo Diary
Pimp: The Story Of My Life
Girl Meets Boy
A Field Guide To Getting Lost
Hope In The Dark
Apricot Jam and Other Stories
The Bachelors
The Complete Short Stories
The Finishing School
Spark's Europe
Spark's Satire
Its Colours They Are Fine
Suicide Blonde
Pereira Maintains
The People Of The Sea
Brothers and Keepers
Philadelphia Fire
Writing to Save a Life
Weight
Close to the Knives
Orlando
Shipwrecks

				

* publishing January–June 2020
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Recent Favourites

NOTES ON A
NERVOUS PLANET
Matt Haig
9781786892690 · £9.99

IF I COULD TELL YOU JUST
ONE THING . . .
Richard Reed
9781782119241 · £12.99

WAITING FOR THE LAST BUS
Richard Holloway
9781786890245 · £9.99

MURMUR
Will Eaves
9781786899378 · £8.99

SALT, FAT, ACID, HEAT
Samin Nosrat
9781782112303 · £30

THE BEAUTIFUL POETRY OF
DONALD TRUMP
Rob Sears
9781786894724 · £9.99

THE LITTLE SNAKE
A.L. Kennedy
9781786893871 · £6.99
THE REALITY BUBBLE
Ziya Tong
9781838850487 · £14.99
Publishing 3 October 2019

58 Recent Favourites

BREAKING NEWS
Alan Rusbridger
9781786890962 · £10.99
STAY WITH ME
Ayò·bámi Adébáyò·
9781782119609 · £8.99

All -time Bestsellers

THE LIVING MOUNTAIN
Nan Shepherd
9780857861832 · £9.99

S.
JJ Abrams & Doug Dorst
9780857864772 · £35

THE SECRET RIVER
Kate Grenville
9781782118879 · £8.99

GO THE FUCK TO SLEEP
Barack Obama
9780857862655 · £10.99

DREAMS FROM MY FATHER
Barack Obama
9781782119258 · £9.99

THE GARDEN OF
EVENING MISTS
Tan Twan Eng
9781786893895 · £8.99

REASONS TO STAY ALIVE
Matt Haig
9781782116820 · £9.99
HOW MUSIC WORKS
David Byrne
9780857862525 · £16.99

DRIVE
Daniel H. Pink
9781786891709 · £9.99
LETTERS OF NOTE
Compiled by Shaun Usher
9781782119289 · £20

All-time Bestsellers 59

Vol. 1: 1950–1952
Vol. 2: 1953–1954
Vol. 3: 1955–1956
Vol. 4: 1957–1958
Vol. 5: 1959–1960
Vol. 6: 1961–1962
Vol. 7: 1963–1964
Vol. 8: 1965–1966
Vol. 9: 1967–1968
Vol. 10: 1969–1970
Vol. 11: 1971–1972
Vol. 12: 1973–1974
Vol. 13: 1975–1976

9781847670311
9781847670328
9781847670755
9781847670762
9781847671493
9781847671509*
9781847678140
9781847678157*
9780857862136*
9780857862143*
9780857864079*
9780857864086*
9781782110996

Vol. 14: 1977–1978
Vol. 15: 1979–1980
Vol. 16: 1981–1982
Vol. 17: 1983–1984
Vol. 18: 1985–1986
Vol. 19: 1987–1988
Vol. 20: 1989–1990
Vol. 21: 1991–1992
Vol. 22: 1993–1994
Vol. 23: 1995–1996
Vol. 24: 1997–1998
Vol. 25: 1999–2000
Vol. 26: 1950–2000

9781782111009
9781782111016
9781782111023
9781782115106
9781782115151
9781782115168
9781782115175
9781782115182
9781782115199
9781782115205
9781782115212*
9781782115229
9781782119739

all hardback, £16.99 except * £20

Life Lessons from Lucy 9781782113119
The Genius of Charlie Brown 9781782113096*
The Philosophy of Snoopy 9781782111139
The Wisdom of Woodstock 9781782113102
Life According to Linus 9781782113713
The Predicaments of Peppermint Patty 9781782113621

The Peanuts Guide to Happiness 9781782113652
The Peanuts Guide to Love 9781782113737
The Peanuts Guide to Christmas 9781782113676
The Peanuts Guide to Brothers and Sisters 9781782113690
The Peanuts Guide to Friendship 9781782113751

The Bumper Book of Peanuts
Paperback · £12.99
9781782119449
How to be a Grrrl
Paperback · £7.99
9781782113614

60 Peanuts

Peanuts for the Soul
Hardback · £9.99
9781786890696

all hardback, £7.99 except * £8.99
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